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Introduction
TVman Home streams live TV and media in your home wireless network for all your family.
Any smart devices can act as an additional TV at home. Every family members can now have their own choice of entertainment.
TVman is universal, it can work with over 100 models of smartphone, tablet and computer in the market.
Multiple TVman can be connected to the same router to propose multiple TV channels for anyone.
No dispute on who will select the program for tonight!
Enjoy Live TV anywhere at home. Finish watching your program on the bed, watch TV while cooking, ironing, gardening, bathing,
barbecue... TVman offers Flexibility, freedom and comfort unmatched by conventional TV.
TVman Home is also a media center to share your video, music, pictures in your wireless network to be played by 8 devices
at the same time!
You are busy and the live TV broadcast does not always fit with your schedule. No problem, you can easily program TVman
to record automatically thousands of hours of TV on external USB HDD when you are away from home, the program will be
waiting for you!
TVman is also a smart catch up able to record automatically any live program you may like according to your centers of interest:
sport, documentaries, show, movies...

Wireless Network
TVman Home is connected to your router by LAN or via WiFi to stream live TV & media in your home wireless network.
Better coverage: Your router offers the best Wi-Fi coverage in your
home so you can enjoy live TV and media from any rooms, balcony,
terrace, garden...
Available for all: At home, all your smart devices and computers are
already connected to the network. You just have to click on the
application to access TVman services! One can watch TV while others
can play media or watch recorded files from TVman USB hard drive.
Internet access: When watching TV or media via the router, your smart
devices will keep access to Internet.
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If you have no router connection, TVman can also create its own WiFi access point
anywhere and offer the same services (live TV, media, recordings).
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It can therefore also be used for your weekend residence, vacation, camping car,
boat, campus dormitory, hospital, nursing home..
An optional battery can also be used to watch live TV during your escape (picnic,
beach...).
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